
Dear Mr. Cook, 

I am a student of Catering and cooking services for tourism at the Upper Secondary Vocational School of 

Turism in New Poli (Chinonse) who is interested in doing an internship in your restaurant as Chef Assistant

for a period of three months.

For the past last year I have been working as bartender, where I demonstrated excellent communication 

skills and contact skills and simultaneously I have been working also in a restaurant as Chef Assistant. 

I strongly believe that my great accuracy, cleaning and patience would be an asset in this role. 

Furthermore, during my experience as Chef Assistant I have demonstrated to possess excellent manual 

dexterity, a broad knowledge of foods, their properties and cooking needs.

I attach here my CV. I look forward to the opportunity to work with you!

Thank you in advance for your time.

Yours sincerely, 

 Enclosed: Curriculum vitae 
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QjCEYAjBEIIhhGAIwRCCIQRDCMEQWq/+BSFgkMUMn/TDAAAAAElFTkSuQmCC        position POSITION  Work placement in Shilton     true  Chef Assistant <ul><li>Prepare ingredients for dishes upon the instructions of chefs</li><li>Assist in operating commercial cooking equipment such as stoves, cookers, ovens and fryers</li><li>Make sure that food supplies are stored properly and used resourcefully</li><li>Ensure that food items are properly rotated in refrigerators and any near expiry ones are dealt with according to the restaurant&#39;s policies</li><li>Help chefs in cooking activities by providing input and managing work</li><li>Set up food stations by following chef&#39;s orders</li></ul><p></p>  Le Chat d'Or    Poli  Chinonse    true  Bartender Assistant <ul><li>Interact with customers, take orders for drinks and snacks</li><li>Serve snacks and drinks to the customer</li><li>Check identification of the guest to make sure they meet age requirements for purchase of alcohol and tobacco products</li><li>Mix ingredients to prepare cocktails and other drinks</li><li>Arrange bottles and glasses to make attractive displays</li><li>Clean up after customers and clean work area</li><li>Maintain a clean working area</li></ul>  1001 Beer    New Poli  Chinonse     true <p>Cateringand cooking services for tourism</p>  Upper Secondary Vocational School of Turism    New Poli  Chinonse  4 EQF level 4      eo Esperanto    en English  A2 B1 A2 A2 A2   fr French  B1 B1 B1 B1 A2   es Spanish  B2 B2 B1 B1 B2   DELE - B2  <ul><li>Excellent communication skills and contact skills gained as bartender assistant</li><li>Excellent self-control in chaotic situation developed through my experience as Chef Assistant</li><li>Greeting Guests capabilities<br /></li><li>Good marketing and promoting skills</li></ul>  <ul><li>Great accuracy, cleaning and patience developed with my both experiences as bartender and chef assistant</li><li>Excellent managing stress ability<br /></li><li>Multitasking capability</li><li>Excellent team working skills <br /></li><li>Good capability to work quickly gained during my work experience as chef assistant</li></ul>  <ul><li>Beer, wine and liquor knowledge </li><li>Food and recipes knowledge</li><li>Entertaining personality </li><li>Garnish preparation</li><li>Inventorying</li><li>Manual dexterity</li><li> Taking orders</li></ul>   A A A A A    references References <p>Sempronio Hitach - Chef at &#39;Le Chat d&#39;Or&#39; </p><ul><li>E-mail: sempronio.hitach&#64;chef.com </li><li>Tel.:(&#43;00) 10987654321</li></ul><p><br /></p><p>Mike Vasoski - Patron of &#39;1001 Beer&#39;</p><ul><li>E-mail: vaso_mike&#64;beer.com</li><li>Tel.:(&#43;00) 1110987654</li></ul>     opening-salut-2 Dear Mr.  Cook  <p>I am a student of Catering and cooking services for tourism at the Upper Secondary Vocational School of Turism in New Poli (Chinonse) who is interested in doing an internship in your restaurant as Chef Assistant for a period of three months.</p> <p>For the past last year I have been working as bartender, where I demonstrated excellent communication skills and contact skills and simultaneously I have been working also in a restaurant as Chef Assistant. </p><p>I strongly believe that my great accuracy, cleaning and patience would be an asset in this role. Furthermore, during my experience as Chef Assistant I have demonstrated to possess excellent manual dexterity, a broad knowledge of foods, their properties and cooking needs.</p><p>I attach here my CV. I look forward to the opportunity to work with you!</p> <p>Thank you in advance for your time.</p>  closing-salut-1 Yours sincerely   Enclosed:  

